
 

For Immediate Release  

CoolThink@JC × EdCity  
Memorandum of Understanding Signing Ceremony 

Mainstreaming Computational Thinking Education for Hong Kong’s Innovation and Technology 
Development 

 

[December 9, 2022. Hong Kong] In the presence of distinguished guests, CoolThink@JC and Hong 
Kong Education City (EdCity) signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for Computational 
Thinking Education (CTE). They are joining hands in mainstreaming computational thinking to all local 
schools, with the aspiration to cultivate students’ problem-solving skills and logical mindset from a 
young age and inspire digital creativity among them for their proactive use of technologies for social 
good, nurturing future talents in innovation and technology in Hong Kong. 
 
To foster robust development of innovation and technology in Hong Kong, this year’s Policy Address 
included programmes to nurture future talents in innovation and technology through diversified 
education. STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, the Arts, Mathematics) education will be 
enhanced in primary and secondary schools in the future, and innovative technology education will 
be introduced to at least 75% of the publicly-funded schools. More innovation and technology 
elements will be incorporated into the school curriculum, such as enhancing coding education for 
students at the upper primary level, and including AI education in the curriculum for students at the 
junior secondary level for innovation and technology learning, to provide all students with access to 
STEAM education. 
 
To meet the needs of education and future technological innovation, the learning stage and process 
when students are first introduced to technology become particularly crucial. Incorporating problem-
solving, analytical, and logical thinking skills across the curriculum, computational thinking cultivates 
students in sorting out and resolving problems in a systematic manner. Such a mindset can be applied 
across disciplines and even be extended to everyday life, serving as a key foundation to inspire 
students to learn about technology. 
 
CoolThink@JC is created and funded by The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust in 2016. It is co-
created by The Education University of Hong Kong, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and 
City University of Hong Kong. In collaboration with local educators and the world’s leading experts, 
over the years, it has been committed to mainstreaming and incorporating computational thinking 
into the formal curriculum. It also empowers teachers with high-quality teaching materials, learning 
platforms, and professional development programmes. CoolThink@JC is one of the world’s top 
education programmes and has been recognised with international accolades, having won the Silver 
Award in the Engineering & IT category and Bronze Award in the Presence Learning & Teaching 
category of QS Reimagine Education Awards in 2021. It has also received the International Society 
for Technology in Education (ISTE) international certification, being the first curriculum-based 
accredited programme for mainstream schools in Hong Kong and Asia. The curriculum provides 
computational thinking training. It focuses on strengthening problem-solving and logical-thinking 
skills, and guides students in learning to develop plans, analyse the process, and debunk so that they 
could approach problems systematically with this mindset. Since its launch, to date, 416 primary 
schools have been introduced to the programme, and over 80,000 students who have participated 
in CoolThink@JC have had their problem-solving and analytical skills enhanced. Moreover, 1,300 
youths have been trained as teaching assistant to provide classroom co-teaching support.  
 
Ms Winnie Ying, Head of Charities (Children & Youth Development), The Hong Kong Jockey Club, said 
that the Club is a staunch supporter of children and youth development. Through cross-sectoral 



 

collaboration and innovative approaches, the Club has supported and initiated different projects 
including CoolThink@JC. She continued, ‘To promote the project sustainability, the project and 
EdCity have launched strategic cooperation. Through the electronic platform of EdCity, top-quality 
learning and teaching materials can be effectively accessed for free by all schools in Hong Kong. This 
will benefit more schools, teachers and students. Our cooperation will help to further promote 
computational thinking as a mainstream education curriculum.’ 
 
Over the past years, EdCity is dedicated to promoting digitalisation and innovative technology 
education in primary and secondary schools, fostering learning and teaching effectiveness with the 
use of information technology. It provides a sustainable and expanding ecosystem for schools and 
embraces new opportunities with the education sector. With the vision of ‘Actualising Future Ready 
Education’, EdCity continues to join hands with different partners on numerous projects on future 
ready skills, such as by co-organising ‘Green Flame Project – Smart Energy Competition’ with Towngas 
to enable students to integrate and apply STEM knowledge and hands-on skills; jointly organising the 
coding and artificial intelligence (AI) competitions with renowned technology companies and 
universities to strengthen students’ computational thinking and problem-solving skill; co-organising   
 AI seminar with the Education Bureau of Hong Kong, and launching the Go AI Pilot Scheme. This year, 
EdCity and CoolThink@JC have powered ‘CT and AI Summit’ at Learning & Teaching Expo, facilitating 
coding, computational thinking, and AI education. Services provided by EdCity are well received by 
schools. EdCity now has over 960 school members, with its number of active teacher and student 
members exceeding 480,000. With an extensive network of key stakeholders in education and 
academia, EdCity serves as a critical hub in mainstreaming computational thinking in schools in Hong 
Kong. 
 
Mr Victor Cheng, Executive Director of EdCity, said, ‘The knowledge and application of AI and 
computational thinking become essential skills in the 21st Century. EdCity has always been devoted 
to nurturing students’ information literacy and future skills. We are honoured to join hands with 
CoolThink@JC in mainstreaming CTE in schools. The partnership marks a new milestone in the 
popularisation of computational thinking education and will cover all important areas, including 
teacher professional development, learning materials and platforms. It laid the foundation for the 
future strategic collaboration between EdCity and CoolThink@JC in promoting innovative education 
in Hong Kong.’ 
 
By signing the MOU, CoolThink@JC and EdCity will work together to leverage their strengths and 
promote the development of computational thinking in the education sector in Hong Kong. With its 
extensive network of teaching staff and students, school membership accounts, single sign-on 
services, and infrastructure with scalability and operational flexibility, EdCity provides all schools in 
Hong Kong with access to the top-quality learning and teaching materials devised by educators and 
experts in CoolThink@JC. Training activities for teachers and students will also be organised for 
teachers to share their experiences, so as to build a strong community among top educators 
providing mutual assistance, and give new impetus to the local education sector. 
 
In the future, EdCity and CoolThink@JC will continue to support digitalisation in schools, respond to 
development trends in international education and expertise, and cultivate future-ready 
generations, together driving development in Hong Kong’s innovative technological education. 
 
About Hong Kong Education City  
Hong Kong Education City (EdCity) provides a one-stop professional education portal (EdCity.hk), 
replete with information, resources, communities, and online services. With the vision of ‘Actualising 
Future. Ready Education’, EdCity continuously develops and introduces new services since its 
establishment, and endeavours to collaborate with all schools in Hong Kong to promote and adopt 

https://www.edcity.hk/home/


 

eLearning and innovative education. 
 
About CoolThink@JC 
Seeking to inspire digital creativity among students and nurture their proactive use of technologies 
for social good from a young age, CoolThink@JC is a computational thinking education initiative 
created and funded by The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust, and co-created by The Education 
University of Hong Kong, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and City University of Hong 
Kong. In collaboration with local educators and the world’s leading experts, CoolThink@JC empowers 
teachers with high-quality teaching materials, learning platforms, and professional development 
programmes. 
 
The CoolThink@JC approach prepares students for a fast-changing digital future through a hands-on, 
minds-on, and joyful learning experience. Following the successful implementation of the four-year 
pilot, the second phase of CoolThink@JC was launched in 2020, with the aim of mainstreaming 
computational thinking education. 
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Notes for editors: 

To download photos in high resolution, please click here. 
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Ms Winnie Ying, Head of Charities (Children & 
Youth Development), The Hong Kong Jockey 
Club, gave a speech. 

 
 

Ms Winnie Ying, Head of Charities (Children & 
Youth Development), The Hong Kong Jockey 
Club, and Mr Victor Cheng, Executive Director of 
EdCity, signed the MOU. 

 
 

Mr Victor Cheng, Executive Director of EdCity, 
gave a speech. 
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